Specialist
international
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I’m based in Monaco, but UK domiciled. I had built up a large UK
CASE STUDY
- The bank of Mum & Dad
pension and wanted advice on whether it made sense to keep it in
place or explore an alternative offshore arrangement.

David, age
51, is married to Julie aged 47.
I wanted to understand how I could pass my pension on to my wife
and children, while making the best use of international pension and
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managed on our behalf, which took
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took slightly longer, given the nature of
the assets involved. Stuart kept us
informed throughout the process, so we
always knew where we stood.
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Using the Kubera Asset Platform David and Julie were able to
secure borrowing against their investment portfolio in order to
release funds to allow Alison to purchase her flat. By securing
borrowing against their investment assets David and Julie
avoided having to trigger any capital gain by selling assets. The
borrowing costs we were able to secure were also considerably
cheaper than traditional mortgage finance. This allowed them to
keep their longer term investment structuring in place and
allowed Alison to agree a sensible repayment schedule with her
parents.
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